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Corrective actions in Damstra Safety, are
any action that has been taken to 
address a ‘potential issue’before it
occurs and to  remedy the underlying
‘root causes’ for  any event that has
occurred.

Best practice is to record all corrective  
actions. Those that have already been 
completed and those that require  
assignment to an individual to carry out, 
before signing off once the corrective 
task is complete.
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Accessing the Standard
Investigations Corrective Actions is 
done via the My Assignments
module within Damstra Safety.

This is Located under Dashboard in
the menu bar.
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Locate the required event eithervia the  
filter and register functionalities or by  
searching directly for the event ID.
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Edit the event to action the required  
changes.

Initiating the edit - either by:
Clicking the ‘Event ID’to view the record,
then click ‘Actions’and ‘Edit’.
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OR
Clicking ‘Actions’ then ‘Edit’.
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Click the ‘Standard Investigation’tab.
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The ‘Corrective Actions’section will  
display any existing corrective actions.  
Displaying key information about
each:
‘ID#’, ‘Action’,‘Person Responsible’,  
‘Status’, ‘Status as at’and ‘Completion  
Due’.
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Select the Corrective action to
be updated or signed off - then
click ‘actions’and ‘edit’.

The corrective action will be displayed
in  full detail.
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If the required update - is the  
‘reassignment’of the corrective action to  
a new person:

Select the new ‘worker type’that this
corrective action will be responsible by.

Then select the ‘new worker’ who will be
responsible for actioning it.
Smart search will make this easy.
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If an ‘assignmentemail’needs to be sent
to this person tick the checkbox.
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Select the ‘Date assigned’,
either by entering the date directly or by  
selecting from the calendar.

Then update the ‘comments field’
appropriately.

And save comment.

Note:
Comments should be made whenever  
there is an update to a corrective action -
these are then stored in the comments  
registerwhich allows for easy tracking of  
all changes.
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To finish the reassignment:

Click ‘Save Corrective Action’.

The Corrective action will be
reassigned  and if selected, an
assignmentemail  sent.
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When commencing the work on a 
corrective action,it’s Best Practice to  
change the status of the record to
reflect  this:

Click the status dropdown and select
‘Underway’.

Choose the ‘Status as at’date from the
calendar.
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Then make and save the ‘comment’.
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Add a ‘file’if required

Click ‘Save Corrective Action’.

And these updates are recorded
against the corrective action.
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General updates,such as a brief
progress
report.
Are done by making and saving a
‘comment’.
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Add a ‘file’if required.

Click ‘Save Corrective Action’.

These updates are recorded against
the  corrective action.
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Once the corrective action has
been completed it should be
signed off.

This is done as another ‘status update’.
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W ith an ‘appropriate comment’.
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Add a ‘file’if required.

Click ‘Save Corrective Action’.
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The Corrective action is now signed
off as completed in the Damstra Safety
system.
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